
Criss· Cross
FILL IN the grid by writing keywords that are synonyms to the clues.

ACROSS
1. To ask'

4. To fix

6. Dark or sad

7. Funny

9. To give something

to someone

10. To getsornething

foryourself

DOWN
2. To answer

3. Very big

5. Tiny

8. To break

3

I



~----------------------------------

MATCH each word in the moon column to its antonym in the sun column.

HINT: If you don't know the meaning of a word, look it up in a dictionary or thesaurus.

1. enormous ._--_. a . bright

2. provide ---- b. destroy

3. humorous c. query

4. minuscule d. seize

5. respond . .
----- e. rrucroscopic

6. acquire f. answer

7. fracture ----- g. dismal

8. mend h. humongous

9. gloomy --- i. hand over

10. inquire ---. - j. meld



------- --~---------------~-------------------
Blank Out!
FILL IN the blanks with keywords.

acquire

inquire m-end

fracture

minuscule

gloomy

provide

humorous

respond

enormous

1. Kendra ripped her shirt climbing the rock wall. Now she'll have to . it.

2. If you hit a baseball through the window, you will . the glass.

3. The ring leader will red noses to all the students at clown school.-----
4. It took hours for Jack and Liz to finish their tub of popcorn.

5. Anna will ____ and find out if the mountain is open for snowboarding.

6. It's a day when your best friend moves away.

7. We had to use a microscope to see the creatures living in the pond

water.

8. My brother wrote a e-mail that made my parents laugh out loud.

9. If Kate can just _ the two trading cards she needs, she'll have a

complete collection.

10. Max wants everyone to ______ to the birthday

party invitation so he'll know how much cake to make.


